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HAVE FUN & GOOD LUCK!
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BIBLIO-BUZZ AUTHOR CHALLENGE
What's it
all about?
Hello

Welcome budding novelists
and reading enthusiasts!
We have joined forces with six celebrated
children’s authors: Alastair Chisholm, Jennifer Killick,
Meg Grehan, Elle McNicoll, Katya Balen, and Nicola
Penfold to give you an insight into the creative writing
process and deepen your understanding of their books.
Each author has set you a series of challenges based on
their much-loved novels. Please send copies of your stories
and responses to: learning@alexandrapalace.com
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Good Luck!
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BIBLIO-BUZZ AUTHOR CHALLENGE

Meet the Author
Hi Meg!

Meg Grehan
Hi I’m Meg Grehan, author of The Deepest
Breath and I’m currently writing this challenge
for you whilst hiding away in Donegal in the
northwest of Ireland, with a very ginger dog
and an undisclosed number of cats (none
of whom are ginger). I’ve written for online
newspapers and journals and won the Eilís
Dillon award from Children’s Books Ireland for
my first novel, The Space Between.
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Meg’s Challenge
I'm ready!

Challenge One: Verse Novel
Novels in verse have become very popular over the past few years. But
what is a verse novel? Well, some novelists like using techniques more
commonly associated with poetry. Using poetic form can be a really
effective way to express a persons inner thoughts and feelings in new
ways that looks beyond literal meaning. When reading The Deepest
Breath look out for the use of poetic techniques like rhythm, metaphor,
simile, personification, hyperbole, symbol, irony, alliteration and imagery.
Rhythm – where the writer creates a beat or a flow to the writing.
Made with beat and repetition and often with stressed and unstressed
syllables in a line or a verse.
Metaphor & Simile - It is, in simplest terms, when the writer makes
a comparison. It forms a link between two unlike things by stating one
thing is like another. The big difference between a metaphor and a simile
is that similes use the words ‘like’, or ‘as’.
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Alliteration – where the writer uses words that start with the same
sound (not just the same letter) and are used repeatedly in a phrase
or sentence. One of the fun features of alliteration is when it becomes a
tongue twister.
Personification – where the writer gives an animal or object qualities or
abilities that only a human can have – writers often use personification
to bring non-human things to life.

Gosh!

Hyperbole - where the writer can use extreme exaggeration.
Symbol - where the writer uses one object or thing to stand in the place
of something else, such as an idea, another object, a person, or a place
Irony - where the writer uses words to present a meaning that is
different from what the speaker says.
Imagery - used by the writer to get the reader to connect to his/her
piece. By getting the reader to think about the poem using their senses
(sight, smell, taste, touch, and feel), there is a deeper connection to the
topic. Imagery makes the reader feel like they are actually in the poem.
Now flick through The Deepest Breath and list any sentences,
passages or paragraphs that are examples of poetic form.
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Challenge Two: Verse Novel Rhythm
Having a read of a few random lines from anywhere in The Deepest
Breath. Let the words play in your head in the way they are laid out
on the page: in other words, take a very slight pause in your head at
the end of each line and see if, over time, you begin to read the novel
rhythmically, like reading poetry. (Which it is!) As you read it, does
it feel like poetry to you? Or only sort-of poetry? Or is it much the
same as prose, only broken up? (Again, there are no right answers
to these questions).

O Rose
where art
thou?

Your own response to the writing is valid, whatever it is. When you
first noticed that this story is written in verse, did that make you feel a
bit intimidated by it? Did you maybe think, oh, poetry, no, I don’t read
poetry? Or did you think, oh, I like poems, let’s see how this goes?

I like
readinsge!
pro

Even if you find the idea of reading a novel in verse a bit daunting
at first, give it a go! You may be surprised to find that in many ways
it is easier to read than prose. Poetry can sometimes be a little
more demanding to read than prose, because the poet may be using
language in an unusual way; but when an author chooses to write a
story in verse, they are usually not going to be writing in a difficult or
demanding way. They have a story to tell. Yes, they take a particular
decision about how they use language, but that doesn’t mean it is going
to be difficult. Just rhythmic.
In fact, people who struggle with reading – maybe because they have
an eyesight problem or they are dyslexic or just find reading hard –
often find it easier to read novels like this. When you read an ordinary
line of prose that runs from one margin to the other in a book, your eye
has to travel right across the page, and then it has to swivel back again
to the left-hand margin and find the right line before scooting off again
across the page. Over time, this can be quite tiring. Reading short,
narrow lines like the ones we have here in The Deepest Breath is much
more restful. Would you agree? Here’s a thing you might try.
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Take a page or so of the book and write or type it out in ordinary
continuous prose with no line breaks. Then read your version – out
loud if you like, or in your head if you prefer. Then read the original
again – out loud or in your head, it doesn’t really matter (though out
loud might make it easier to hear the differences). Did doing this
help you to understand why the book is written as it is?  

Have Fun

Meg xo
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Challenge Three: First Person

Hi Stevie!

The story starts by introducing Stevie. Or rather, Stevie
introduces herself. In other words, this book is in the first person
– the writer of the book is pretending to be the main character
and is telling the story as if they are that character. Have you
read many novels in the first person? Or have you read more in
the third person – where the writer tells the story more from the
outside, telling what is happening and calling the characters by
their names or ‘he’ and ‘she’ instead of using ‘I’?

There is one!
i in beehive

What difference do you think the author’s decision to write in
the first person (‘I’) makes to the way the story comes across
to the reader? Do you feel closer to a first-person narrator
(storyteller)? What kinds of novels do you think are better
told in the first person rather than the third? Why?

Challenge Four: Relationships
Think about Stevie’s relationship with her mum –
explore the following stream of question either on your own
or in discussion with a friend

Let's deissctuiosns s
these qtuher! Do you think she is afraid of her mum? Or is she afraid for her
mum? Why do you think they have the kind of relationship
toge

they have? Is it because of the kind of people they are or is it
because of the things that have happened in their lives? Can you
imagine them having a different kind of relationship in different
circumstances? Can you imagine how their relationship will
develop as Stevie grows up? Stevie’s friend Chloe is an important
character in the story. This is mostly because of how Stevie feels
about her, but it’s also because of the kind of person she is. Chloe
is definitely a very good friend to Stevie, very kind and thoughtful
and good fun. (Think about the toy octopus!) Do you think Chloe
feels the same way about Stevie as Stevie feels about her? Do
you think the author knows the answer to this question? Does it
matter? Why or why not? Andrew is also a good friend to Stevie,
but he is much less important in the story. Why do you think this
is? Do you think Stevie is a lucky girl? Why or why not?
Finally, have a go at writing the opening to a story using
verse, and if you get into a rhythm with it (pun intended)
write the whole story in this form!

Have fun!
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Yessss!

Further Reading
If you loved reading The Deepest Breath, then maybe check out:

Cloud-Busting
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Despite his Mum’s insistence,
Sam doesn’t want to be friends
with Davey, he thinks Davey’s
a first class, grade A, top of the
dung heap moron. But one day
Davey saves Sam’s life and a
bond is formed between them.
Sam is still embarrassed to be
seen with Davey, but little by
little he has to admit, when it’s
just the two of them, Davey is a
lot of fun. But then something
terrible happens to Davey...

Wow! Great
suggestions

Max Kowalski
Didn’t Mean It

Princess Princess
Ever After

By Susie Day

The problem with Wales, he
thought, was that it was too far
away.But that was the point. To
leave Southend behind. To get
so far that no one would think to
look for them there.Max wants to
be just like his dad - fun, loud and
strong.Instead, he always seems
to be accidentally getting into
fights and breaking things.
But when his dad starts bringing
home mysterious boxes, even
more mysterious wads of cash
starts turning up. Then Dad
disappears.

by Katie O'Neill

When the heroic princess
Amira rescues the kind-hearted
princess Sadie from her tower
prison, neither expects to find
a true friend in the bargain. Yet
as they adventure across the
kingdom, they discover that
they bring out the very best
in the other person. They’ll
need to join forces and use all
the know-how, kindness, and
bravery they have in order to
defeat their greatest foe yet: a
jealous sorceress, who wants to
get rid of Sadie once and for all.

More Biblio-Buzz Resources

Excellent, ks!
Than

You can find more guides for the 2021 reading list at

www.alexandrapalace.com/learning
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Author Challenges
Look out for more challenges
buzzing around throughout June

Jennifer

Killick

Nicola Penfold
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The authors are looking forward to reading your submissions
so don't forget to send them in to learning@alexandrapalace.com

Lets go!
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Katya Balen
Have Fun!
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Challenges close end of June 2021

Prizes for the best submissions will be announced in July.
Email your submissions to learning@alexandrapalace.com

Good luck!
xo
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